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Security Integration in Europe is an interest‐
ing  and  timely  book  in  which  author  Mai’a  K.
Davis  Cross  observes  that  the  European  Union
(EU) has, over the course of the last two decades,
come to play a critically important role in coordi‐
nating and harmonizing its member states’ inter‐
nal and external security policies. The EU deploys
troops  to  peacekeeping  missions  around  the
world,  coordinates  the  imposition  of  trade  and
economic  sanctions,  identifies  terrorist  groups,
provides development assistance, develops inter‐
nal security measures and laws, is active in the ar‐
eas  of  immigration  and  asylum,  and  takes  on
many other tasks. This is a remarkable develop‐
ment for an institution that has devoted most of
its  direct  attention  to  economic  affairs  since  its
creation in the 1950s. 

As  Cross  points  out,  this  shift  has  received
surprisingly little notice from scholars and policy
analysts. One reason for this lack of attention is
no doubt the fact that the EU’s greater role in se‐
curity  has  been  a  very  gradual  process.  Unlike,
say, the creation of the single currency, no treaties

have been signed that expand the EU’s security re‐
sponsibilities dramatically. In addition, no major
crises that threaten the hold on power of the EU’s
leadership  or  of  member  state  governments  in
this  area  have  occurred.  Another  reason  this
change has gone unnoticed by many is that it has
also involved a subtle redefinition of the meaning
of  such  terms  as  “defense”  or  “security  policy.”
For many, the most important aspects of this poli‐
cy domain is security defined in terms of threats
from one state’s conventional or nuclear forces di‐
rected  at  another  member  of  the  international
system.  Such  concerns  largely  disappeared  for
western  Europe  with  the  collapse  of  the  Soviet
Union in 1991. Security concerns still exist in Eu‐
rope, of course, but have changed in nature and
scope. Today’s security issues tend to have lower
stakes and thus attract less public attention. 

Security Integration in Europe is meant to fill
this gap. The book makes two important contribu‐
tions to our understanding of contemporary secu‐
rity  policy.  It  documents  in  considerable  detail
how the definition of security has changed since



the 1990s, and the considerable legal, institution‐
al,  and policy progress that has occurred in the
same period to better direct and coordinate secu‐
rity policy. Cross shows that the EU now plays a
important, in some areas dominant, role in securi‐
ty issues, including terrorism; combating extrem‐
ism;  responding  to  terrorist  attacks;  countering
transnational organized criminal groups that are
based inside or external to the EU; managing the
EU’s internal and external borders to control the
flow of legal and illicit goods and services, travel‐
ers,  migrants,  and  asylum  seekers;  developing
common legal frameworks for civil and criminal
justice; and integrating the military research and
procurement activities of the EU’s member states,
among other issues. She also lucidly describes the
origins, membership, and activities of the alpha‐
bet soup of European-level agencies and working
groups that coordinate these activities among the
member  states  and between the  member  states
and the institutions of the EU. This detailed and
comprehensive description of the origins, institu‐
tions, and procedures of the bodies that make se‐
curity policy in Europe today is valuable precisely
because the policymaking process in this arena is
so new and complex. 

Cross also offers an explanation for the evolu‐
tion of security policy. Her focus is the extent to
which security issues are governed at  the Euro‐
pean level. The explanation that she adopts focus‐
es on epistemic communities, defined by Peter M.
Hass as “a network of  professionals with recog‐
nized  expertise  and  competence  in  a  particular
domain and an authoritative claim to policy-rele‐
vant  knowledge  within  that  domain  or  issue
area.”[1]  Such  epistemic  communities  influence
policymaking because they have expertise that is
not immediately available to outsiders. Members
of  epistemic  communities  converge  on  policy
goals, and these “policy aims have to reflect their
expert knowledge, not some other motivation, or
they  may  lose  authority  with  their  target  audi‐
ence, which usually is made up of elite decision
makers” (p. 20). The key point is that members of

epistemic  communities  believe  that  they  better
understand how policy will operate in a particu‐
lar  domain.  This  understanding  may  come  into
conflict with the understandings or objectives of
their political masters. But epistemic communities
that lack formal power can still influence policy
outcomes when these political elites defer to their
greater expertise and understanding. 

The empirical chapters focus on how specific
epistemic  communities--especially  networks  of
diplomats in the Committee of Permanent Repre‐
sentatives and other forums, and military officers
who operate within the EU and the North Atlantic
Treaty  Organization--influence  decision  making
on a range of security policy issues. One particu‐
larly  useful  aspect  of  this  analysis  is  Cross’s  ac‐
knowledgement  that  the  epistemic  communities
that  she  analyzes  vary  in  the  degree  to  which
their members have shared expertise and goals.
This  variation  in  the  degree  of  commonality
among members shapes the extent to which mem‐
bers  have  a  powerful  influence  on  policy  out‐
comes. 

Cross  thus  establishes  that  policy-relevant
epistemic communities operate across a range of
security policy issues in the EU, and that the “most
powerful  networks  are  those  with  the  richest
backgrounds  of  historical  professionalization  as
well as those whose motivations derive from their
expert knowledge” (p. 218). But is the relationship
cause or effect? Cross’s theory and empirical in‐
vestigation leads her to suggest that stronger epis‐
temic  communities  influence  policy.  An alterna‐
tive explanation might be that such communities
arise in precisely those areas where their mem‐
bers’ principals have common interests, and are
willing to allow the epistemic community’s exper‐
tise to shape the margins of policy choice.  Here
such communities would in fact  have influence,
but primarily on issues of secondary importance
and within tight bounds set by their political lead‐
ers. If the members of the epistemic community
recognize  this,  they  might  be  wise  enough  to
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avoid pushing the boundaries set, implicitly or ex‐
plicitly,  by political  elites.  This would produce a
situation in which the members of the epistemic
community  strategically  select  only  policy  tools
that these elites would view favorably or at least
would not see as a direct challenge to their posi‐
tions  and  interests.  At  points,  Cross  directly  ac‐
knowledges the tensions produced by such a dele‐
gation of authority from political leaders to epis‐
temic communities of experts, for example, noting
that “they must get approval from elected officials
at home before moving forward with their inter‐
nal  compromises....  They  need  the  backing  of
those at home. Ambassadors and military gener‐
als  are  directly  appointed  by  elected  officials
based  on  careful  deliberation  and  meritocratic
criteria.  Members  of  the  epistemic  communities
described here are thus not far removed from na‐
tional accountability, and they can always be re‐
moved  from  their  positions  if  they  abuse  their
power” (pp. 222-223). 

Distinguishing the role of knowledge and ex‐
pertise  in  political  decision  making  is  a  long-
standing  challenge  for  scholars  of  international
politics, including those who focus on arenas with
dense networks of policy experts, such as the EU.
Security Integration in Europe takes on this ques‐
tion, and  provides  a  number  of  interesting  in‐
sights into how and when epistemic communities
matter for security policymaking, as well as docu‐
menting the surprising range of internal and ex‐
ternal security issues that have been taken on by
the EU in recent decades. 

Note 

[1].  Peter  M.  Hass,  “Introduction:  Epistemic
Communities  and International  Policy Coordina‐
tion,” International Organization 46, no. 1 (Win‐
ter 1992): 3. 
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